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THREE POEMS
N A V-A

Joe H

A R LIE

(Bus Ride, New Mexico)

Whatever was tight and sparely crouched as the juniper tree,
Lay in the Indian eyes and gingerly stance
On the white man's bus:
-Navajo Charlie, draped
With beads like the mesa rock, with the oily pants;
Hair sucked-in to a woman's knot, and gaped
Old grin hung vacandywide as a clapperless bell~
Hear them, Charlie. They know your name. Mark
The clattering woman with crows in her throat tell
What idiot buzzards fly in the Navajo dark...
~

Whatever he heard was caught in the clouds and "told
By wind and the crickets.
-Anonymous Charlie who reeks
Of ieather and goat, see the tinkle of cold
White laughter jumbled with sun and dust that leaks
On your eyes (shut in the skull, watchful as trees
In the desert, alive to rain falling deep in the core).
Tellthem your words are gravel, your heart a frieze
On the stone, your flesh a dark spear held before
The .pecking of crows. Or say you are old, and blank,
And a masquer knowing his play.
"
_ -Then go. Grin
Patiently, man. Climb off at the low hill-flank
Squatted with green and slashed with a road as thin
As a coyote. Is there a brown name under' the rock?
Our ladie~ will doze-Oh, quite forge~ti~g your face.

Wherever the Indian walked, the sun would unlock
High song from the beads . .. eyes dark-shading a race.
Whateyer he knew was hid by the dust and the juniper tree.
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The fortunate romantic moves adagio
Through a muted world, a humming haze
Th(lt suffers nothing crystal-sharp, or too _
Precisely his.
He looks about hiin~ Loves
Huge and vague things only (clouds, or God).
Sees earth in wide, sun-mottled swaths curled
Never near (not birch, not maple-trees
To him are· only windy streams, green·
Running over roofs or rainy hill) .
He loves spindrift blurring on the moon.
Jiggles old coinage. Blows all
Flags madder than poppies for a won cause.
Weeps for graves, but never owns the cold,
Stripped, single dead of single warsOh, never one.
Then, coming hard upon
The feat of dying, chills to find the world
Contracted to a single hand-his ownTo one cold hand he cannot move, or own.
'-

FIGURE

OF

A

TREE

IN··SUN

The poets in the wordless mind will hum ,
The canticle of Light, and be
The lucent boughs of noon. Come
Below this tree:
•

Look up. The music in the branch is lyre
Of Sun and momently glows. Learn
How a tree may light with a green fire,
Yet no leaf bum.
BERNICE SLOTE
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